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Who are we? Why are we here?

• Partners in the London office of Bingham McCutchen

• Restructuring lawyers who specialise in acting for bondholders and other 
creditors

• Many of our clients have been investing in the Nordic market for years; 
and we have followed them here

• Since 2004 we have been involved in some 30-40 restructurings (including 
some liquidations) in this market

• Generally we restructure, rather than work on new issuances, but we have 
done both

• It’s when a bond defaults that you notice it, not when it pays you current

• We will soon be joining Akin Gump (many of you will know Tony Renzi)
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The Nordic Market before the GFC

• Historically limited experience of Nordic credit outside of the region

• High yield market in Norway blossomed during boom years of 2005-7

• New investment asset class; last round of rig financing in 1980s

• Number of investors liked that asset class

• Energy market was on on a roll

• Better bond yields in Norwegian Market

• Few sector defaults

• Song Networks and Concordia Bus in the Swedish market

• Northern Offshore, PGS in the Norwegian market

• A few New York law high yield bonds issued in Sweden

• Then came a tidal wave of defaults restructurings, losses, 
liquidations....and some great opportunities
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What Went Wrong?

Bad Concepts

• MPU: floating concrete heavy lift

• Monitor: power generation buoy

• PetroProd CJ70: never before engineered or
constructed production jack-up

• Thule: non-marine construction company

• Sea Dragon: bespoke yard for project

Bad Business Models

• Inexperienced management teams (e.g. Monitor, 
MPF)

• Inability to effect project management (e.g. MPF, 
PetroProd CJ70)

• Inexperienced yards (e.g. Cecon, Remedial, Sea
Dragon) 

• Poor financial management (e.g. PetroProd, 
PetroMENA, Sevan Marine)

• Poor execution decisions (e.g. MPF)

• Problematic sponsor structures

Unproven concepts and/or bad business models led to distressed situations
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Early Restructuring Dynamics

• Did not meet expectations of US/UK investors (covering legal costs/access to DD)

• Divide and conquer strategy

• Take it or leave it approach/threat of bankruptcy

• Restructuring discussions often left too late

• Use of experienced professional advisers to spearhead process

• No dialogue without advice and due diligence

• Fee coverage by debtor

• Intercreditor issues kept within the bondholder group 

Incomplete security packages and lack of intercreditor documentation made 
restructuring negotiations difficult

Issuers’ approach often created investor suspicion at start of restructuring 
process:

Bondholders typically adopted a US/UK approach:
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Knock-on Effects of the Cycle
• 2010 Informal round table organised by NT - reflection and development regarding:

• Issuance process

• Restructurings

• Key takeaways:

• 2008/9 experience will lead to increased prudence and diligence by investors 
investing in Norwegian bond market

• Investors will require better product from issuers and managers; will want 
improvements in:

• diligence

• disclosure

• structuring

• Potential investors likely to want to undertake their own documents and 
security reviews

• Issuers and advisers need to see “international” approach taken to solving 
distressed credits

• Huge support for preserving and developing the market

• What can be done to make changes, whilst preserving the essential spirit and 
essence of the existing market?
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Issuance overview (Feb 2010)
UK

Public Private

US

Public Private

Norway

Manager?

� � � � �

Due diligence by 
Manager? � � � � �

Full disclosure 
required? � �

In practice, full disclosure is 
usually provided

� �
In practice, full disclosure is 

usually provided

�

Issuer funded counsel 
acting for Manager? � � � � �

Issuer funded counsel 
acting for 

Bondholders?
� � � � �

Usual to have a 
roadshow? � � � � �

Issuer obligation to 
update market/

bondholders on 
material events?

� � � �
Extensive reporting obligations 

contained in the bond documents

�

Source: Oslo informal round table 2010
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What has changed?

• New issuance process more rigorous

• New players in the market (e.g. Platou, Arctic)  led to more competition

• Arrangers now retain legal counsel

• Security structures learned from lessons of the past

• More detailed information memoranda

• Market assisted by:

• massive demand for yield post 2011

• stagnation in the bank market

• aggressive international growth from Nordic banks

• use of the Nordic market in new sectors and jurisdictions

• In a normalised market, are the issuance changes enough?

• Opening up of the other local Nordic bond markets



Positive Features of the Norwegian 
Bond Market
• Lots of new interest in investing

• More streamlined process

• Bondholder meeting provisions

• 662/3 consent threshold

• flexible timing

• Increased development, sophistication and growth of Nordic Trustee (and 
its family)

• Proven by successful litigation, restructurings and enforcements (Thule, 
Petromena, Sevan Marine, Northland Resources, Oceanografia)
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Some Notable Restructurings
Preem: - Maturity of bonds: challenging refinancing market due to refining 

margins

- New York high yield bonds – 90% consent thresholds for 
amendments

- Supportive, cash rich sponsor

- Able to use an exchange offer both times to effect restructuring

Northland: - Sudden failure of equity markets and severe liquidity issues: no 
contingency planning
- $70m of existing bond proceeds in escrow account could be used 
to ease liquidity issues
- Willingness of bondholders and other stakeholders to follow their 
money
- Effective use of Swedish reorganisation process to preserve 
business and compromise trade creditors
- Strong share security package allowed enforcement strategy to 
be used as a ‘stick’ to procure shareholder support
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